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FICTION

Author
Title
Genre
Date
Adams, Ellery
The Vanishing Type
Cozy Mystery
4/26
In the fifth installment, bookshop owner, bibliotherapist, and occasional sleuth Nora Pennington must enlist the help
of her brilliant, brassy librarian friend Bobbie to unravel the connection between The Scarlet Letter , an obscure
19th century writer, and a dead hiker.
Baldacci, David
Dream Town
Detective Mystery
4/19
Private investigator and World War II veteran Aloysius Archer heads to Los Angeles, the city where dreams are
made and shattered, and is ensnared in a lethal case in this latest thriller
Barenbaum, Rachel
Atomic Anna
Alternate Historical Fic.
4/5
An epic adventure as three generations of women work together and travel through time to prevent the Chernobyl
disaster and right the wrongs of their past.
Bird, Sarah
Last Dance on the Starlight Pier
Historical Fiction
4/12
Set during the Great Depression, Sarah Bird's Last Dance on the Starlight Pier is a novel about one woman—and a
nation—struggling to be reborn from the ashes.
Brennan, Allison
The Wrong Victim
Crime Mystery
4/26
A bomb explodes on a sunset charter cruise at the height of tourist season and kills everyone on board. Who would
commit such a heinous crime—the largest act of mass murder in the history of the San Juan Islands. But as special
agent Matt Costa, detective Kara Quinn and the rest of the FBI team begin their investigation, they discover that
plenty of people might have wanted someone dead on that yacht. Now they must track down who is responsible
and stop them before they strike again.
Brown, Janelle
I'll Be You
Family Fiction
4/26
Identical twins, Sam and Elli, were childhood actors in hollywood with an unbreakable bond. As adults their lives
have splintered. Elli settled down to become a supposedly perfect suburban wife, while Sam struggled with their fall
from fame, turning to pills and booze. When Elli disappears, Sam discovers her life wasn't as perfect as it seemed.

Cameron, Marc
Cold Snap
Detective Mystery
Stranded in the Alaskan wilderness with three violent prisoners, Supervisory Deputy US Marshal Arliss Cutter
becomes the hunted in a desperate fight for survival.

4/26

Carr, Robyn
A Family Affair
Family Life Fiction
4/27
Seeing a young, pregnant woman at her husband’s funeral a mourning wife realizes her husband’s mid-life crisis
went a bit farther than she realized in the new novel from the New York Times best-selling author of the Virgin
River series.

FICTION

Author
Title
Genre
Date
Close, Jennifer
Marrying the Ketchups
Humor Fiction
4/26
An irresistible comedy of manners about three generations of a Chicago restaurant family and the deep-fried, beerbattered, cream cheese-frosted love that feeds them all.
Downes, Anna
The Shadow House
Psychological Thriller
4/5
Extraordinarily tense and deliciously mysterious, Anna Downes's The Shadow House follows one woman's desperate
journey to protect her children at any cost, in a remote place where not everything is as it seems.
4/5
Egan, Jennifer
The Candy House
Psycological Fiction
An electrifying, deeply moving novel about the quest for authenticity, privacy, and meaning in a world where our
memories are no longer our own
Fisher, Tarryn
An Honest Lie
Psychological Thriller
4/26
When Rainy reluctantly agrees to a girls’ weekend in Vegas, she’s prepared for an exhausting parade of shots and
slot machines. But after a wild night, her friend Braithe doesn’t come back to the hotel room. And then Rainy gets
the text message, sent from Braithe’s phone: someone has her. But Rainy is who they really want, and Rainy knows
why. What follows is a twisted, shocking journey on the knife-edge of life and death. If she wants to save
Braithe—and herself—the only way is to step back into the past.
Garmus, Bonnie
Lessons in Chemistry
Feminist Fiction
4/5
A must-read debut novel! Meet Elizabeth Zott: a one-of-a-kind scientist in 1960s California whose career takes a
detour when she becomes the star of a beloved TV cooking show.
Graham, Heather
Crimson Summer
Crime Thriller
4/5
When FDLE special agent Amy Larson discovers a small horse figurine amid the bloody aftermath of a gang
massacre in the Everglades, she recognizes it immediately. The toy is the calling card of the apocalypse cult that
Amy and her partner, FBI special agent Hunter Forrest, have been investigating, and it can only mean one thing: this
wasn’t an isolated skirmish—it was the beginning of a war.
Green, Jane
Sister Stardust
Biographical Fiction
In her first novel inspired by a true story, Jane Green re-imagines the life of troubled icon Talitha Getty in this
transporting story from a forgotten chapter of the Swinging '60s

4/5

Hagberg, David
Traitor
Action Thriller
4/26
When McGarvey’s best friend, Otto, is charged with treason, Mac and his wife, Petey, set out on a desperate
odyssey to clear Otto’s name. Crossing oceans and continents, their journey will take them from Japan to the US to
Pakistan to Russia. Caught in a Kremlin crossfire between two warring intel agencies, Mac and Petey must fight for
their lives every step of the way.

FICTION

Author
Title
Genre
Hepworth, Sally
The Younger Wife
Mystery Suspense
Sally Hepworth’s latest novel of domestic suspense about the tangled vines of family secrets.

Date

4/5

Hillerman, Anne
The Sacred Bridge
Detective Mystery
4/12
An ancient mystery resurfaces with ramifications for the present day in this gripping chapter in the Leaphorn, Chee
& Manuelito series from New York Times bestselling author Anne Hillerman.
Hood, Joshua
The Treadstone Transgression
Spy Thriller
4/5
Ludlum, Robert
A blown mission and a dead team leave Adam Hayes the last loose thread in a tapestry of betrayal in this latest high
stakes international thriller from the world of Robert Ludlum.
Jimenez, Abby
Part of Your World
Contemporary Romance
4/19
A refreshingly modern fairy tale about an elite socialite doctor falling in love with a small town carpernter. Can their
love bridge their different worlds, or will they be torn apart?
Katsu, Alma
The Fervor
Historical Horror
4/26
The acclaimed author of the celebrated literary horror novels The Hunger and The Deep turns her psychological
and supernatural eye on the horrors of the Japanese American internment camps in World War II.
Kenyon, Sherrilyn
Shadow Fallen
Historical Fantasy
4/12
The latest book in the Dream Hunter series. For centuries, Ariel has fought the forces of evil. Her task was to
protect the souls of innocent mortals when they die. Captured by a powerful sorceress, she is transformed into a
human who has no memory of her real life or calling. And is plunked into the middle of the Norman invasion of
England. Valteri isn’t just a knight of William the Conqueror. He is the son of one of the deadliest powers in
existence, and if he doesn’t restore Ariel to her place, she is not the only one who will be in peril.
Kingsbury, Karen
The Baxters
Christian Romance
4/26
This warmhearted and moving prequel to the #1 New York Times bestselling Baxter Family Series follows the family
members as they face rising tensions during a wedding and a colossal storm.
Lawson, Mike
Redemption
Mystery Thriller
4/5
Convicted of insider trading, Jamison Maddox reluctantly accepts a mysterious job that soon takes an ominous twist,
sending him on the run from powerful and deadly forces in the latest thriller from Barry Award and Edgar Award
finalist Mike Lawson.
Li, Grace D.
Portrait of a Thief
Chinese American Thriller
4/5
Ocean's Eleven meets The Farewell in Portrait of a Thief , a lush, lyrical heist novel inspired by the true story of
Chinese art vanishing from Western museums; about diaspora, the colonization of art, and the complexity of the
Chinese American identity.

FICTION

Author
Title
Genre
Date
Mandel, Emily St. John
Sea of Tranquility
Space Sci-Fi
4/5
Hired to investigate the black-skied Night City, Detective Gaspery-Jacques Roberts discovers an anomaly in the
North American Wilderness, where he encounters a strange group of individuals who have all glimpsed a chance to
do something extraordinary that could disrupt the timeline of the universe.
McMahon, Jennifer
The Children on the Hill
Supernatural Horror
4/26
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Drowning Kind comes a genre-defying new novel, inspired by
Mary Shelley’s masterpiece Frankenstein, that brilliantly explores the eerie mysteries of childhood and the evils
perpetrated by the monsters among us.
Monae, Janelle
The Memory Librarian
Sci-Fi Short Stories
4/19
In The Memory Librarian: And Other Stories of Dirty Computer , Janelle Monáe brings to the written page the
Afrofuturistic world of one of her critically acclaimed albums, exploring how different threads of
liberation—queerness, race, gender plurality, and love—become tangled with future possibilities of memory and
time in such a totalitarian landscape…and what the costs might be when trying to unravel and weave them into
freedoms.
Novak, Brenda
Summer on the Island
Contemporary Fiction
A summer of healing, friendship, love…and a secret that could change everything.

4/5

Novic, Sara
True Biz
Coming of Age Fiction
An electrifying novel that follows a year of seismic romantic, political, and familial shifts for a teacher and her
students at a boarding school for the deaf.

4/5

Patel, Vaishnavi
Kaikeyi
Mythic Retelling
4/26
A stunning debut from a powerful new voice, Kaikeyi reimagines the life of the infamous queen from the Indian epic
the Ramayana, weaving a tale of fate, family, courage, and heartbreak—and an extraordinary woman determined
to leave her mark in a world where gods and men dictate the shape of things to come.
Patterson, James
Death of the Black Widow
Psychological Thriller
4/19
Barker, J.D.
She destroys the men she loves—and escapes every time. The most dangerous killer James Patterson has ever
created is also his most seductive.
Perkins-Valdez, Dolen
Take My Hand
African American Fiction
4/12
A searing and compassionate new novel about a young Black nurse’s shocking discovery and burning quest for
justice in post-segregation Alabama.

FICTION

Author
Title
Genre
Date
Perry, Anne
Three Debts Paid
Detective Mystery
4/12
A killer is on the loose, targeting victims with a mysterious connection that young barrister Daniel Pitt must deduce
before more bodies pile up.
Pinborough, Sarah
Insomnia
Psychological Suspense
4/12
IN THE DEAD OF NIGHT, MADNESS LIES . . .Emma can’t sleep. CHECK THE WINDOWS. It’s been like this since her
big 4-0 started getting closer. LOCK THE DOORS. Her mother stopped sleeping just before her own fortieth
birthday. She went mad and did the unthinkable because of it. LOOK IN ON THE CHILDREN. Is that what’s
happening to Emma? WHY CAN’T SHE SLEEP?
Reich, Christopher
Once a Thief
Spy Mystery
4/5
Facing enemies at every turn, private spy Simon Riske dashes across Europe to find the truth behind a mysterious
investor in this high-stakes international espionage series for which "comparison to the Bond novels is apt in many
ways." [Booklist]
Rollins, James
Kingdom of Bones
Mystery Thriller
4/19
From #1 New York Times bestselling author James Rollins, the latest riveting, deeply imaginative thriller in the
Sigma Force series, told with his trademark blend of cutting-edge science, historical mystery, and pulse-pounding
action.
Rothchild, Sascha
Blood Sugar
Murder Mystery
4/19
An utterly delicious debut thriller that tells the story of the most likable murderess you will ever meet, perfect for
fans of Riley Sager and Jessica Knoll.
Sandford, John
The Investigator
Detective Mystery
4/12
Letty Davenport, the brilliant and tenacious adopted daughter of Lucas Davenport, takes the investigative reins in
the newest thriller from #1 bestselling author John Sandford.
Simon, Christine
The Patron Saint of Second Chances
Humor Fiction
4/12
The self-appointed mayor of a tiny Italian village is determined to save his hometown no matter the cost in this
charming, hilarious, and heartwarming debut novel.
Sorell, Gina
The Wise Women
Family Life Fiction
A witty and wildly enjoyable novel, set in New York City, about two adult daughters and their meddling advice
columnist mother

4/5

Steel, Danielle
Beautiful
Contemporary Fiction
4/19
A renowned supermodel’s world is torn apart in an instant, sending her on an unexpected journey of discovery.

FICTION

Author
Title
Genre
Date
Stringfellow, Tara M.
Memphis
African American Fiction
4/5
A spellbinding debut novel tracing three generations of a Southern Black family and one daughter’s discovery that
she has the power to change her family’s legacy.
Thayne, RaeAnne
Summer at the Cape
Contemporary Romance
4/12
A poignant and uplifting novel about forgiveness, family and all the complications—and joy—that come with it.

Trigiani, Adriana
The Good Left Undone
Historical Fiction
4/19
This richly woven tapestry of three generations of women faced with impossible choices follows Matelda, the
family’s matriarch, as she, facing the end of her life, must decide what is worth fighting for and when to let go.
Ward, Amanda Eyre
The Lifeguards
Psycological Thriller
4/5
Combining three mothers’ points of view in a powerful narrative tale with commentary from entertaining
neighborhood listservs, secret text messages, and police reports, The Lifeguards is both a story about the secrets we
tell to protect the ones we love and a riveting novel of suspense filled with half-truths and betrayals, fierce love and
complicated friendships, and the loss of innocence on one hot summer night.
Ward, J. R.
Lover Arisen
Paranormal Romance
4/5
True love brings a deadly threat to the Black Dagger Brotherhood in this sizzling new novel in J.R. Ward’s #1 New
York Times bestselling series.
Waters, Martha
To Marry and Meddle
Regency Romance
4/5
The Regency Vows series continues with a witty, charming, and joyful novel following a seasoned debutante and a
rakish theater owner as they navigate a complicated marriage of convenience.
Zhang, Jenny Tinghui
Four Treasures of the Sky
Chinese American Fic.
4/5
A propulsive and dazzling debut novel set against the backdrop of the Chinese Exclusion Act, about a Chinese girl
fighting to claim her place in the 1880s American West.

NONFICTION
Author

Title

Genre

Date

Davis, Viola
Finding Me
Autobiography
4/26
In my book, you will meet a little girl named Viola who ran from her past until she made a life-changing decision to
stop running forever.
De Jong, David
Nazi Billionaires
WWII Business History
4/19
A groundbreaking investigation of how the Nazis helped German tycoons make billions off the horrors of the Third
Reich and World War II—and how America allowed them to get away with it.

Holes, Paul
Unmasked
True Crime
4/26
From the detective who found the Golden State Killer, a memoir of investigating America’s toughest cold cases and
the rewards–and toll–of a life solving crime.

NONFICTION
Author

Title

Genre

Date

Jones, Chloe Cooper
Easy Beauty: A Memoir
Autobiography
4/5
From Chloé Cooper Jones—Pulitzer Prize finalist, philosophy professor, Whiting Creative Nonfiction Grant
recipient—a groundbreaking memoir about disability, motherhood, and a journey to far-flung places in search of a
new way of seeing and being seen.
Keith, Phil
To the Uttermost Ends of the Earth
Civil War History
4/12
Clavin, Tom
On June 19, 1864, just off the coast of France, one of the most dramatic naval battles in history took place. On a
clear day with windswept skies, the dreaded Confederate raider Alabama faced the Union warship Kearsarge in an
all-or-nothing fight to the finish, the outcome of which would effectively end the threat of the Confederacy on the
high seas.
Linden, Eugene
Fire and Flood
Climate Change
4/5
From a writer and expert who has been at the center of the fight for more than thirty years, a brilliant, big-picture
reckoning with our shocking failure to address climate change. Fire and Flood focuses on the malign power of key
business interests, arguing that those same interests could flip the story very quickly—if they can get ahead of a
looming economic catastrophe.
Mcgrath, Ben
Riverman
Biography
4/5
The riveting true story of Dick Conant, an American folk hero who, over the course of more than twenty years,
canoed solo thousands of miles of American rivers—and then disappeared near the Outer Banks of North Carolina.

Ness, Jonathan Van
Love That Story
LGBTQ+ Essays
4/12
Balancing the dark and the light, the serious and the signature humor that is Jonathan Van Ness, these essays will
encourage readers to examine their individual assumptions and expand their horizons. Ultimately, it is about giving
ourselves the permission to be the flawed and fabulous humans we are, and loving our stories.
Quindlen, Anna
Write for Your Life
Writing Self-Help
4/12
Write for Your Life is a guide for those who don't, won't, or think they can't write, what Anna Quindlen calls
"civilians." Using examples past, present and future--from Anne Frank to Toni Morrison to members of her own
family--Quindlen makes vivid all the ways in which writing connects us, to ourselves and to those we cherish.
Shannon, Molly
Hello Molly!
Autobiography
4/12
A candid, compulsively readable, hilarious, and heartbreaking memoir of resilience and redemption by comedic
genius Molly Shannon.
The Moth
How to Tell a Story
Podcast Story Telling
4/26
The definitive guide to telling an unforgettable story in any setting, drawing on twenty-five years of experience from
the storytelling experts at The Moth.

NONFICTION
Author

Title

Genre

Date

Wohlleben, Peter
Forest Walking
Nature and Travel
4/26
Billinghurst, Jane
Throughout Forest Walking, the authors share experiences and observations from visiting forests across North
America: from the rainforests and redwoods of the west coast to the towering white pines of the east, and down to
the cypress swamps of the south and up to the boreal forests of the north.

LARGE PRINT
Author

Title

Genre

Date

Baldacci, David
Dream Town
Detective Mystery
4/19
Private investigator and World War II veteran Aloysius Archer heads to Los Angeles, the city where dreams are
made and shattered, and is ensnared in a lethal case in this latest thriller
Carr, Robyn
A Family Affair
Family Life Fiction
4/27
Seeing a young, pregnant woman at her husband’s funeral a mourning wife realizes her husband’s mid-life crisis
went a bit farther than she realized in the new novel from the New York Times best-selling author of the Virgin
River series.
Deveraux, Jude
A Relative Murder
Detective Mystery
4/19
Bestselling novelist Sara Medlar is skilled at sharing stories about other people, but she hoped the truth about her
own family would never surface.
Mallery, Susan
The Summer Getaway
Contemporary Romance
4/5
One woman takes the vacation of a lifetime in this poignant and heartwarming story about the threads that hold a
family together
Michaels, Fern
Fear Thy Neighbor
Romantic Mystery
4/19
One woman’s picture-perfect island sanctuary reveals itself to be filled with dangers in this exciting page-turner

Patterson, James
Death of the Black Widow
Psychological Thriller
4/19
Barker, J.D.
She destroys the men she loves—and escapes every time. The most dangerous killer James Patterson has ever
created is also his most seductive.
Trigiani, Adriana
The Good Left Undone
Historical Fiction
4/19
This richly woven tapestry of three generations of women faced with impossible choices follows Matelda, the
family’s matriarch, as she, facing the end of her life, must decide what is worth fighting for and when to let go.

AUDIOBOOK CD
Author

Title

Genre

Date

Baldacci, David
Dream Town
Detective Mystery
4/19
Private investigator and World War II veteran Aloysius Archer heads to Los Angeles, the city where dreams are
made and shattered, and is ensnared in a lethal case in this latest thriller.

AUDIOBOOK CD
Author

Title

Genre

Date

Fisher, Tarryn
An Honest Lie
Psychological Thriller
4/26
When Rainy reluctantly agrees to a girls’ weekend in Vegas, she’s prepared for an exhausting parade of shots and
slot machines. But after a wild night, her friend Braithe doesn’t come back to the hotel room. And then Rainy gets
the text message, sent from Braithe’s phone: someone has her. But Rainy is who they really want, and Rainy knows
why. What follows is a twisted, shocking journey on the knife-edge of life and death. If she wants to save
Braithe—and herself—the only way is to step back into the past.
Hepworth, Sally
The Younger Wife
Mystery Suspense
Sally Hepworth’s latest novel of domestic suspense about the tangled vines of family secrets.

4/5

Nations, Scott
The Anxious Investor
Personal Finance
4/5
Teaching readers how to understand the markets, master their own fear and make the most of their money, a
CNBC analyst and volatility expert provides a compelling rundown of the worst financial crashes in American history
and provides cutting-edge insights into investor psychology.
Richtel, Matt
Inspired
Creativity Self-Help
4/19
How does creativity work? Where does inspiration come from? What are the secrets of our most revered creators?
How can we maximize our creative potential? THIS IS THE STORY OF HOW WE CREATE.

DVD's
Title

Genre

Rating

Date

C'mon C'mon
Drama
R
4/5
When his sister asks him to look after her son, a radio journalist embarks on a cross-country trip with his energetic
nephew to show him life away from Los Angeles.
Death on the Nile
Crime Drama Mystery
PG-13
While on vacation on the Nile, Hercule Poirot must investigate the murder of a young heiress.

4/5

Fabian: Going to the Dogs Drama Romance
NR
4/12
1930s Berlin. Dr. Jakob Fabian, who works by day in advertising for a cigarette company and by night wanders the
streets of the city, falls in love with an actress. As her career begins to blossom, prospects for his future begin to
wane.
Handmaid's Tale Season 4 Drama Sci-fi Thriller
TV-MA
4/5
Set in a dystopian future, a woman is forced to live as a concubine under a fundamentalist theocratic dictatorship.

Moonfall
Action Adventure Sci-Fi
PG-13
4/26
A mysterious force knocks the moon from its orbit around Earth and sends it hurtling on a collision course with life as
we know it.

DVD's
Title

Genre

Rating

Date

Scream
Horror Mystery Thriller
R
25 years after a streak of brutal murders shocked the quiet town of Woodsboro, Calif., a new killer dons the
Ghostface mask and begins targeting a group of teenagers to resurrect secrets from the town's deadly past.

4/5

Spiderman: No Way Home Superhero Action Adv. Fantasy
PG-13
4/12
With Spider-Man's identity now revealed, Peter asks Doctor Strange for help. When a spell goes wrong, dangerous
foes from other worlds start to appear, forcing Peter to discover what it truly means to be Spider-Man.

